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Abstract

Background: Parasagittal and Parafalcine Meningiomas (PSPF) have 
a higher rate of recurrence, increased risk of postoperative morbidities, 
and less favorable outcomes after stereotactic radiosurgery compared 
to other ocations. Herein, we try to find factors associated with treat-
ment failure after radiosurgery in patients with PSPF meningiomas.

Methods: We retrospectively reviewed records of 104 patients with 
130 Gamma Knife® Radiosurgery (GKRS) treatments for individual me-
ningiomas at a single institution. 38 were PSPF compared to 92 in non-
PSPF locations.

Results: The PSPF group showed a significantly higher rate of surgi-
cal intervention after radiosurgery compared to the non-PSPF group 
(18.4% vs 4.4, p = 0.008 in univariate analysis). The relative risk for a 
PSPF tumor requiring surgery after GKRS was 4.24, with an odds ratio 
of 4.97 (95% CI: [1.32-13.63], p = 0.015). The average tumor size be-
tween the PSPF group and the non-PSPF group was 3.53 cm3 and 2.28 
cm3, respectively; this difference was statistically significant (p = 0.035) 
on univariant analysis, but not multivariate (p = 0.125). In the whole 
sample, for tumors >5 cm3, the relative risk ratio for needing surgery 
after GKRS was 6.23 with an odds ratio of 8.32 (95% CI: [2.25-30.67], p 
= 0.0015). Both PSPF and non-PSPF meningiomas were similar in gen-
der, follow-up length, prior surgical intervention, and WHO grades.

Conclusion: Meningiomas’ outcome and response to radiosurgery 
depend on their location. We have two possible explanations. First, 
PSPF tumors are located near sensitive cerebral cortex areas. Second, 
the tumor’s mutational profile affects meningiomas’ location and prog-
nosis.
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Introduction

Meningiomas are the most common benign primary brain 
tumor with an increasing incidence in our aging patient popu-
lation. Surgical resection, Stereotactic Radiosurgery (SRS), and 
observation are acceptable and established first-line treatment 
options [1]. Without treatment, many meningiomas can con-
tinue to show growth at both linear and exponential rates [2-
9]. Tumors that have demonstrated growth are more prone to 
develop progressive neurological symptoms prompting further 
treatment [9,10].

Historically, microsurgical resection has been the mainstay 
of meningioma treatment. Complication rates, Progression 
Free Survival (PFS), and recurrence rates are heavily dependent 
on tumor location, the extent of resection [11], patient age, 
[6,9,12] and tumor grade [13]. Complication rates can range 
from 4.4%-23.3% [6,9,14]. With long-term follow up, recurrence 
rates following surgery for grade I meningiomas can range from 
20-32% [12,15]. Grade II and III meningiomas fair much worse 
with 5-year PFS of 50% and 13%, respectively [13].

SRS has been shown to be an acceptable primary and ad-
juvant treatment for meningiomas over the last two decades 
with well-established results [16-30]. For Grade I tumors, over-
all tumor control rates range from 85-97% [18,19,24,27-30], 
with 5-year PFS found to be between 86-98% and 10-year PFS 
ranging from 70-97%. As with microsurgery, higher grade me-
ningiomas have worse results with 5-year PFS of 59% in grade II 
and 13% in grade III lesions [31]. Treatment-related side effects, 
such as increased peritumoral edema, can range from 8-25% 
following SRS [29,32-36], and have been documented to be as 
high as 43% in some studies [37].

As discussed above, upfront microsurgical resection and 
SRS demonstrate favorable tumor control rates and acceptable 
treatment-related side effects. However, the published data 
have demonstrated there are a minority of patients treated 
with upfront SRS continues to show tumor progression (3-15%) 
[18,19,24,27-30]. Unfortunately, there is a paucity of data in the 
published literature to suggest tumor and treatment-related 
characteristics that can predict failure of primary treatment. 

In order to better define tumor and treatment-related char-
acteristics that can predict failure following upfront SRS, we ret-
rospectively evaluated meningiomas receiving Gamma Knife® 
Radiosurgery (GKRS) at a single institution between 2009-2019.

Methods

This study was performed with previous approval from our 
Institutional Review Board (IRB). This retrospective chart review 
evaluated meningiomas receiving Gamma Knife® Radiosurgery 
(GKRS) at a single institution between 2009-2019. Inclusion cri-
teria required at least 12 months of documented follow up. As 
we discuss the incidence of surgery after Gamma Knife radio-
surgery, tumors with prior GKRS retreatment were also exclud-
ed from the primary dataset. Eighteen GKRS treatments during 
this time were eliminated due to lack of follow up, and three 
were retreatments to the same lesion. The patient’s charts 
and relevant imaging were reviewed. Statistical analysis was 
performed using the IBM SPSS software to run a general linear 
model, both univariate and multivariate as well as Kaplan-Meier 

survival with log-rank Mantel-Cox analysis. A P-value of </= 0.05 
was considered significant. A literature review was performed 
using the PubMed database. 

Results

There were 130 GKRS treatments for individual meningiomas 
in 104 unique patients from 2009-2019 that met inclusion cri-
teria. Seventy-six (73.1%) were female (F) and 28 (26.9%) were 
male (M), with an F:M ratio of 2.7:1. The average age at GKRS 
treatment was 57.2 years, with a range of 18-88. The mean fol-
low up was 43.4 months, with a range of 12-111 months. Thir-
ty-eight (29.2%) meningiomas were Parasagittal or Parafalcine 
(PSPF) compared to 92 (70.8%) in non-PSPF locations. Of all pa-
tients, 11/104 (10.6%) required surgical intervention after GKRS. 
When we evaluated only those patients where the tumor was in 
the PSPF location, 7/38 (18.4%) required surgery, compared to 
4/92 (4.4%) from the non-PSPF group; this was a statistically sig-
nificant finding in both univariate and multivariate analysis (P-
value=0.008 and 0.050, respectively). The relative risk for a PSPF 
tumor requiring surgery after GKRS was 4.24, with an odds ratio 
of 4.97 (95% CI: [1.32-13.63], P-value= 0.015, z statistic 2.43). 
A Kaplan-Meier surgery-free survival analysis was performed 
(Figure 1); this was statistically significant (P-value= 0.015, Log 
Rank Mantel-Cox). Skull base tumors and non-skull base tumors 
were compared in the same manner. Fifty-eight (44.6%) were 
skull base and seventy-two (55.4%) were non-skull base. 3.4% 
(2/58) skull base tumors required surgery post GKRS compared 
to 12.5% (9/72) of non-skull base lesions. This approached, but 
did not reach, statistical significance (P-value= 0.066). 

Figure 1: Kaplan-Meier curve evaluating surgery-free survival be-
tween parasagittal/parafalcine tumors and non-parasagittal/para-
falcine tumors. Surgery after Gamma Knife® was marked as the 
event, and follow-up length was time from Gamma Knife® to most 
recent evaluation (clinical or radiographic), or to time of event, sur-
gery. P-value is based on log-rank Mantel-Cox analysis.

Total treatment failure, those who required surgery in ad-
dition to those who required re-radiation to the same lesion, 
was also statistically significant between the PSPF group and 
the non-PSPF group on univariate and multivariate analysis, 
with P-values 0.002 and 0.016, respectively (Table 1). Additional 
patient demographics and tumor location characteristics can be 
seen in Tables 1, 2, and 3. The two cohorts, PSPF, and non-PSPF 
were similar in terms of gender, follow-up length, and prior sur-
gical intervention. Age and tumor size were statistically signifi-
cant on univariate analysis but did not hold true on multivariate 
evaluation (Table 4).
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Table 1: Incidence of treatment failure.

Total treatment failureb Patients (n) Patients (%) P-value (univariate) P-value (Multivariate)

PSPF 9 23.7 0.002* 0.016*

Non-PSPF 5 4.3

a.PSPF: Parasagittal/Parafalcine; GKRS: Gamma Knife Radio Surgery. b.Surgery + Repeat Gamma Knife Radio Surgery 
After Initial Gamma Knife. *Statistically Significant.

Table 2: Incidence of Surgery after Gamma Knife Radio Surgery. 

Patients (n) Patients (%) Surgery After GKRS (n) Surgery After GKRS (%) P-value (univariate) P-value (Multivariate)

PSPF 38 29.2 7 18.4 0.008* 0.05*

Non-PSPF 92 70.8 4 4.4

Skull base 58 44.6 2 3.4 0.066 .077

Non-skull base 72 55.4 9 12.5

a.PSPF: Parasagittal/Parafalcine; GKRS: Gamma Knife Radio Surgery. *Statistically Significant.

Table 3: Patient Demographics. 

Sex Patient (n) Total Cohort % P-Value Univariate P-Value Multivariate Mean(Range)

Male 28 26.9 0.150 0.142

Female 76 73.1

Age 0.260 0.194 57.2 (18-88)

Follow up (months) 0.101 0.074 43.4 (12-111)

Location 0.709 0.911

Parasagittal/Falcine 38 29.2

Convexity 24 18.5

Parasellar/Sellar 18 13.8

Sphenoid Wing 12 9.2

Posterior Fossa 11 8.5

Anterior Skull Base 11 8.5

Tentorial 8 6.2

Clival 6 4.6

Pineal 1 0.8

Intraventricular 1 0.8

Symptoms Prompting GKRS 0.779 0.894

Continued Tumor Growth 74 56.8

Neurological Deficit 18 13.8

Recurrence 15 11.5

Incidental 13 10.2

Residual 10 7.7

Surgery Prior to GKRS 27 20.8 0.035* 0.053

Surgical Cohort 5 45.5

Non-surgical Cohort 22 18.5

Gamma Knife Treatment Dose 
(Gy,50% isodose line)

0.673 0.430 13.6

Surgery after GKRS Cohort 13.8

Non-surgical Cohort 13.6

Gamma Knife Treatment Dose (Gy, Max) 0.500 0.460 27.1

Surgery after GKRS Cohort 28.0

Non-surgical Cohort 27.1

Gamma Knife Complications

None 105 80.8

Symptomatic Edema 17 13.1

Continued tumor growth 6 4.6

Alopecia 2 1.5

a PSPF: Parasagittal/parafalcine; GKRS: Gamma Knife Radiosurgery; Gy: Gray. 
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Table 4: Cohort comparisons. 

Patient (n) 
PSPF group %

Patient (n)
Non-PSPF 

group
% P-Value  

Univariate
P-value 

Multivariate
Mean (Range) 

for PSPF
Mean (Range) 
for non-PSPF 

Sex 0.825 0.954

Male 10 27.0 23 31.5

Female 27 73.0 55 75.3

Age 0.036* 0.059 60.7(28-86) 54.4(18-88)

Follow up Months) 0.324 0.135 40.4(12-87) 45.4(12-111)

Surgery Prior to GKRS 11 28.9 16 17.4 0.142 0.245

Tumor Size (CM3) 0.035* 0.125 3.53 (0.13-12.27) 2.28 (0.05-22.59)

Table 5: Tumor size.

a.GKRS: Gamma Knife Radiosurgery; CM: Centimeter; PSPF: Parasagittal/Parafalcine. * Statistically Significant. 

Mean (Range) P-Value Univariate P-Value multivariate

Tumor Size (CM3) in the Total cohort 2.64 (0.05-22.59)

For Tumors Required Post-GKRS Surgical Intervention (CM3) 6.37 (0.14-22.59) <0.001 <0.001

For tumors Required Non-Surgical Intervention (CM3) 2.30 (0.05-10.68)

a.KRS: Gamma Knife Radiosurgery; CM: Centimeter. 

Table 6: Surgical Data from Tumors Resected Post GKRS. 

Patient (n) 
Total Cohort % Patient (n) 

PSPF Group %
Patient (n) 
Non-PSPF 

Group
% Mean (Range) 

PSPF Group 
Mean (Range)

PSPF Group

Time from GKRS to Surgery (Months) 20.3 (6-67) 23.8 (9-58)

Tumors required surgery < 12 
Months post-GKRS(n) 7 63.6 5 71.4 2 50.0

Reason prompting Surgery   

Neurological Symptoms 5 45.5 4 57.1 2 50.0

Symptomatic Edema 4 36.4 4 57.1 0 0

Growth 4 36.4 1 14.3 3 75.0

Seizure 2 18.2 2 28.6 0 0

Surgical Complications   

Transient Neurological Deficit 3 27.3 3 43 0 0

Wound Infection 1 9.1 1 14 0 0

Extra Axial Hematoma- Non op 1 9.1 1 14 0 0

Hyponatremia 1 9.1 0 0 1 25.0

Hydrocephalus Resulting in Shunt (IV 
tumor) 1 9.1 0 0 1 25.0

30-Day Mortality 0 0 0 0 0 0

Pathology   

WHO Grade  

Grade 1 8 73 5 71.4 3 75.0

Grade 2 2 18 2 28.6 0 0

Grade 3 1 9 0 1 25.0

a.PSPF: Parasagittal/Parafalcine; GKRS: Gamma Knife Radiosurgery; IV: Intraventricular; WHO: World Health Organization; MIB-1: Pro-
liferative Index. 
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Tumor size was statistically significant for those tumors re-
quiring surgical intervention after GKRS. The average tumor 
size for those requiring surgery after GKRS was 6.37 cm3 with 
a range from 0.14-22.59 cm3, compared to 2.30 cm3 with a 
range of 0.05-10.68 cm3 for those who did not require surgery 
after GKRS (P-value=<0.001 on both univariate and multivariate 
analysis) (Table 5). Volume was calculated from the MRI at the 
time of GKRS with the formula [V=4/3πa*b*c], where “a”, “b”, 
and “c” are the radii in the anterior-posterior, superior-inferior, 
and medial-lateral tumor dimensions. For tumors >5 cm3 rela-
tive risk ratio for needing surgery after GKRS was 6.23, with an 
odds ratio of 8.32 (95% CI 2.25-30.67, P-value 0.0015, z statistic 
3.183). The average tumor size between the PSPF group and 
non-PSPF group was 3.53 cm3 and 2.28 cm3, respectively; this 
difference was statistically significant (P-value= 0.035) on uni-
variant analysis, but not multivariate (P-value= 0.125). 

The most common reason for GKRS was continued tumor 
growth in 74 patients (56.8%), followed by new or worsening 
neurological symptoms in 18 patients (13.8%), recurrence in 15 
(11.3%), and residual in 10 (7.7%). The average Gamma Knife 
dose at the 50% isodose line was 13.6 Gy, with a max dose av-
erage of 27.1 Gy. This was not significantly different between 
the group requiring surgery after GKRS and those who did not 
(P-value= 0.673 and 0.500, respectively). All but three patients 
received single fraction treatment. In 103 tumors (79.2%) GKRS 
was the initial treatment, meaning only 27 tumors (20.8%) had 
surgery prior to their GKRS. For those undergoing surgical in-
tervention after GKRS, this was a significant factor (P-value= 
0.035). Hospital admission for CNS-related reasons within 12 
months of GKRS was also a statically significant factor for those 
requiring surgery after GKRS (P-value= <0.001), with a relative 
risk of 10.80 and an odds ratio of 22.56 (95% CI: [5.09-100.02], 
P value=<0.001, z statistic 4.101). Patients who were admitted 
within this time frame but did not require surgical intervention 
were treated with increasing steroids in three incidences, and 
anti-epileptic adjustment in one case. 

Our post-Gamma Knife complication rate was 19.2% with 17 
patients (13.1%) experiencing symptomatic peri-tumoral ede-
ma, 6 (4.6%) with continued tumor growth, and 2 (1.5%) with 
mild alopecia. Of those with symptomatic edema, 7 underwent 
surgery, 1 had repeat GKRS (atypical lesion with recurrence was 
outside the original field), and 9 were treated successfully with 
steroids or increasing anti-epileptic medications. The decision 
for surgery was based on patient response/tolerability of ste-
roids or improvement of seizures with medication. 

Eleven patients (11/125, 8.8%) underwent surgical resection 
of their tumors after GKRS. The mean time from GKRS to surgery 
was 21.6 months with a range of 6-67 months. Seven of these 
cases (63.6%) occurred less than 12 months after GKRS. Rea-
sons for prompting surgery included edema with new/worsen-
ing neurological symptoms in 7 of the cases, with 4 additionally 
demonstrating interval tumor growth. Three patients had tran-
sient neurological deficits postoperatively, one had a wound in-
fection, and one patient with an intraventricular tumor required 
ventricular peritoneal shunt placement for hydrocephalus. Eight 
tumors (72.7%) were WHO grade I, two were grade II (18.2%), 
and one was a grade III (9.1%) meningioma. The average Mib-1 
labeling index, a proliferation biomarker, was 6.37, with a range 
of 2.1-23.0. There were similar WHO grades between the PSPF 
and non-PSPF groups, with 71.5% and 75% classified as WHO 
grade I tumors, respectively (Table 6).

Discussion

Meningiomas are the most common benign primary intra-
cranial brain tumor [1,6]. Meningiomas arise from the arach-
noid cap cells and can occur anywhere these cells exist with 
the five most common locations being PSPF (28.8%), convex-
ity (15.2%), tuberculum sellae (12.8), sphenoid ridge (11.9%), 
and olfactory groove (9.8%) [38]. Similarly, in our study, PSPF 
accounts for 29.2% of all meningiomas. Current meningioma 
grading uses the WHO classification [39], which is based on his-
tological criteria and has an inter observer concordance rate of 
87.2% [40].

The natural history of meningiomas has been well described 
in the literature. The majority of tumors will eventually prog-
ress or cause neurological sequelae. Kim et al. followed 201 pa-
tients with new asymptomatic meningiomas and showed that 
70% eventually had tumor progression, with one-third of those 
eventually requiring intervention during 5-year follow up [5]. 
Other studies have shown rates of progression ranging from 31-
63% in conservative treatment groups [2-4,6-9], and relative an-
nual progression rates of 0.48-72.8%, with a mean of 14.6% [7].

Several patient and radiographical factors have been attrib-
uted to higher rates of progression. Patient factors predictive 
of progression include younger age, male sex, and presence 
of neurological symptoms; radiological factors include lack of 
calcification, T2 hyperintensity, and peritumoral edema [7,8]. 
Tumor volume has been shown to be predictive of higher an-
nual progression rates in some studies,[8] but not predictive in 
others [7].

Microsurgical resection remains a well-established and ac-
cepted potential first-line treatment for meningiomas. The ex-
tent of resection is quantified using the Simpson Grading Scale, 
which was first published in 1957 [41]. Several studies evaluat-
ing long-term results for grade I meningiomas have been pub-
lished. Mallio et al. evaluated 149 patients with complete re-
section and found a 13.4% recurrence rate over 20 years, with 
the majority of cases recurring within 30 months [42]; similarly, 
Alkemade et al found 18%, 26%, and 32% recurrence rates at 
five, ten, and fifteen years, respectively, with higher Simpson 
grade and lower age being significantly associated with higher 
recurrence rates [12]. Higher WHO grade tumors have signifi-
cantly worse overall survival and 5-year PFS after surgery, with 
grade II PFS being only 50% and grade III being 13% at five years 
post-surgery [13]. Dobran et al evaluated atypical, grade II, me-
ningiomas over a 10-year period and found that recurrence free 
survival, but not overall survival, was influenced by the extent 
of resection. They also found that Mib-1 proliferation index 
greater than 8 was a negative predictor for recurrence, but a 
pre-operative Karnoky performance scale (KPS) greater than 80 
was a positive predictor value for overall survival [42]. The com-
plication profile for microsurgical intervention varies depending 
on patient age, tumor location, and extent of resection. Yano et 
al demonstrated a 4.4% morbidity rate for those under 70 years 
of age, compared to a 9.4% morbidity rate in those greater than 
70 years old [9]. Kuratsu et al also demonstrated the increased 
morbidity for those older than 70 years was 23.3% [6]. Dobran 
et al. evaluated patients greater than 80 years old undergoing 
meningioma resection and found there is a close correlation 
between operative time over 240 minutes and mortality at 1 
month (P=0.0421), as well as lower mortality for ASA (Ameri-
can Society of Anesthesiologists physical status classification) II 
compared to ASA III patients (P=0.038) [43]. Other large studies 
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show overall morbidity ranging from 8.6-35% [14,44–49].

SRS is also a well-established and accepted first-line treat-
ment for meningiomas, or as adjuvant therapy following in-
complete resection. When comparing SRS as an initial treat-
ment versus observation, there is a statistically significant effect 
on PFS with SRS [4]. Kim et al. showed the 5-year clinical PFS 
between those receiving SRS as an initial treatment versus 
observation alone was 98.7% and 64.6%, and the 10-year ra-
diographic PFS was 88.5% and 7.9%, respectively [5]. For grade 
I tumors, overall tumor control rates generally range from 85-
97%, [18,19,24,27-30] with 5-year PFS between 86-98% and 
10-year PFS ranging from 70-97% [5,17-19,21-26,30,50]. After 
SRS, meningiomas have shown regression 14-82% of the time 
[17-19,21-25,27,30].

Adjuvant SRS has shown benefit in multiple studies and has 
become a common practice, especially after subtotal resection 
of high-grade lesions in many institutions. Taylor et al. showed 
an actuarial local control rate at 10 years of 18% in subtotal re-
section alone, 77% in total resection alone, and 82% in the com-
bination of subtotal resection and SRS [51]. Other studies have 
shown the benefit of adjuvant SRS even after complete tumor 
resection [52]. Additionally, early delivery of SRS after subtotal 
resection or early recurrence can decrease future progression 
to higher-grade meningiomas [53]. For higher grade lesions, 
however, adjuvant radiation may delay but not prevent recur-
rence [42].

Not all meningiomas respond the same to SRS, and tumor 
characteristics in such cases are not as well established. Time 
to progression following SRS is widely variable between cases 
ranging from 1.2 months to greater than 10 years [16,21-
23,25,30,54]. Tumor factors such as location other than skull 
base, diameter greater than 2.5 cm, higher proliferative index, 
increasing WHO grade, and those with meningiomatosis are at 
higher risk for progression after treatment. Additional treat-
ment-related factors predictive of progression include incom-
plete tumor coverage and history of previous surgery or radia-
tion [30,54].

Treatment-related side effects can occur following SRS for 
meningioma. The most common side effect following SRS is an 
increase in peritumoral edema. Its incidence can range from 
8-43% [5,20,29,30,32-37]. In our study, we found that the peri-
tumoral edema incidence after SRS is 13.1%. Of interest, about 
53% of those patients who developed edema were treated 
successfully with corticosteroids and anti-epileptic drugs, and 
about 41% needed surgery; Only 6% required repeated SRS. 
Several studies have evaluated tumor-related factors predictive 
of post-SRS edema. Tumor volume has been predictive in some 
studies [29,30,32,37], but not in others[33,36]. Cai et al. showed 
for every 1 cm2 increase in brain/tumor contact area, the odds 
of developing symptomatic edema increased by 17% [32]. Tu-
mor location, specifically parasagittal or midline, has shown a 
higher likelihood of post-treatment edema [33,35,36] Patil et 
al. showed that 29% of patients with PSPF tumors developed 
symptomatic edema compared to 7.5% in other locations (P-
value=0.0053, OR 4.1) [35], and Singh et al. had similar results 
with 22% of the non-skull base tumors (all parasagittal) devel-
oping symptomatic edema compared to 6% of the basal tumors 
[36]. Other potential risk factors for post-SRS-related edema in-
clude the extent of pre-treatment edema, previous resection, 
superior sagittal sinus occlusion, higher tumor grade, higher 
dose of radiotherapy, and single fraction treatment [29,32,34]. 
However, a clear consensus of factors causing post-SRS-related 

edema is lacking [55]. Additional treatment-related side effects 
following SRS include memory loss (6%), cranial nerve palsies 
(6.8%), ataxia (2.6%), seizures (1.7%), and numbness (0.9%) 
[20].

Thirty percent of meningiomas occur in the PSPF location 
and have been shown to demonstrate post-surgical morbidity 
[38,56]. In 1984, Giombini et al. demonstrated in a large surgical 
series of 342 PSPF tumors a 7% risk of peri-operative mortality 
and a 24% complication rate [46]. This demonstrated that PSPF 
tumors have a higher rate of recurrence and increased risk of 
injury to major venous structures compared to other locations 
[46]. Surgical techniques have advanced over the last 30 years; 
however, these tumors still pose a surgical challenge. PSPF me-
ningiomas are often in close proximity to the superior sagittal 
sinus. Invasion of the superior sagittal sinus is seen in 25-45% of 
cases, making complete resection difficult [48,49,57]. Achieving 
a Simpson Grade I/II or gross total resection in PSPF meningio-
mas ranges from 28-85% [45,47,49,56,58,59]. Recurrence rates 
following surgery are between 11-27% during two-year follow 
up [45,47,59], with up to 47% recurring after 25-year follow up 
[56]. Surgical complications range from 8-35% in most studies 
[43,47-49,59]. Venous infarct or thrombosis are the most com-
mon post-surgical complications seen occurring in up to 10% of 
cases [47,48]. 

SRS for PSPF meningiomas has shown less favorable out-
comes than treatment of meningiomas in non-PSPF locations. 
Five-year PFS ranges from 70-90% [57,60–62], and one study 
with long-term follow up found a 10-year PFS of only 55% [61]. 
Our results are similar to what we found in the literature. We 
found that the total treatment failure is statistically significant 
between the PSPF group and the non-PSPF group. These data 
are less favorable when compared to the previously discussed 
studies regarding SRS in the treatment of meningiomas at the 
skull base or if all other locations are included. Kondziolka et 
al. found on multivariate analysis there was decreased tumor 
control associated with increasing tumor volume and preexist-
ing neurologic deficit. When they evaluated small, intact PSPF 
meningiomas with a volume less than 7.5 cc, there were no 
documented treatment failures [61]. Post-treatment edema 
was seen in 5.2-43% of cases [57,60,61,63,64], with an elevated 
edema index starting at 6 months post-treatment and median 
time to peak onset was 36 months [62]. Hasegawa et al. found 
a significantly higher post-treatment side effect rate in patients 
who underwent SRS as initial treatment for PSPF meningiomas 
[63]. Both Sheehan et al. and Ding et al. had 14% and 13.3% 
of patients respectively who required surgical intervention af-
ter SRS during their follow up period [60,63], similar to the rate 
shown in our evaluation. 

The decision on when and how to treat meningiomas is pa-
tient-centered and discussed at a weekly multidisciplinary tu-
mor board meeting at our institution. Neuro-oncology, radiation 
oncology, pathology, radiology, and neurosurgeons are involved 
in this process. GKRS was typically considered when the maxi-
mum diameter of the tumor was less than 3 cm; only 3 (2.3%) of 
tumors treated in this cohort had a maximum diameter greater 
than 3 cm. Other constraints that would preclude gamma knife 
are location, proximity/involvement of critical structure, and 
prior radiotherapy. Patient preference in discussing treatment 
options was one of the main factors in the decision making; 42 
(32.3%) patients in this group elected for minimally invasive 
GKRS as upfront treatment. Other factors deciding treatment 
included unfavorable tumor location for surgery in 29 (22.3%) 
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patients, tumor size in 19 (14.6%), patient co-morbidities in 15 
(11.5%), treatment for recurrence in 14 (10.8%), patient ad-
vanced age in 8 (6.2%), and residual tumor in 3 (2.3%). Of the 
young patients less than 40 years of age (n=14), five had a his-
tory of childhood cancer with cranial radiation and multiple le-
sions throughout the brain making GKRS the preferred first-line 
modality of treatment. 

Overall, our retrospective review demonstrated excellent lo-
cal control (89.2%) of all meningiomas undergoing GKRS. How-
ever, for meningiomas in the PSPF region, there was a higher 
rate of surgical intervention after GKRS compared to those me-
ningiomas treated in non-PSPF locations. Tumor size, as well as 
location, is vastly important when deciding on a treatment mo-
dality. While the overall rate of surgical intervention following 
GKRS remains low, these outcomes can help guide patient and 
physician discussion in regard to treatment recommendations 
for PSPF meningiomas.

An explanation of the results is the location of the PSPF 
tumors near eloquent or sensitive cerebral cortex areas. Post-
treatment changes may result in tumor swelling and cause sig-
nificant symptoms in the region of the motor/sensory cortices 
or associated regions. For instance, a tumor near the apex of 
the right frontal cortex would tolerate growth or swelling much 
better than a tumor near eloquent cortex areas.

An alternative explanation could lie in the individual tumor 
genetic profile. Over the last several years, the genetic land-
scape of meningiomas has been investigated but has had little 
effect on clinical decision making at this time. Several genetic 
mutations have been associated with meningiomas including 
NF2, TRAF7, AKT1, KLF4, PIK3CA, SMO, POLR2A, and SMARCB1 
[65-75]. Yuzawa et al reviewed a large series of meningiomas 
and found that 80% of cases harbored at least one of these 
mutations [75], with NF2 being the most commonly mutated 
gene found in 50-82% of sporadic meningiomas [66,70,71]. Sev-
eral studies have shown the mutational profile can predict its 
anatomical location [65,68-70,72-75]. For example, tumors har-
boring NF2 mutations are more commonly located in the con-
vexity or along the falx [69,70,75], whereas those with TRAF7, 
AKT1, or SMO are located in the anterior skull base or medial 
middle fossa [68,69,73,75]. In addition to location, histologi-
cal subtype, grade, and even prognosis have been associated 
with the mutational profile of meningiomas [66,68-70,74,75]. 
Sahm et al found six clinically relevant DNA methylation classes 
of meningiomas [72]. It was shown that these classes were a 
better predictor of patient outcome than WHO classification by 
identifying high-risk grade I tumors and low-risk grade II tumors, 
improving the clinical basis for or against additional therapy 
after surgery [5,9]. Similarly, Patel et al used RNA and whole 
exome sequencing to find three distinct types of meningiomas 
that correlate with clinical outcomes better than WHO classifi-
cations, as well as anatomical location [76]. 

Understanding the genetic landscape of meningiomas and 
how it will change clinical decisions is in its infancy. It has been 
shown that location and prognosis are variables affected by the 
tumor’s mutational profile. Many questions, however, still need 
answering, such as do specific mutation types respond differ-
ently to radiation and are there medications available that can 
target these mutations? With this study, we showed that para-
sagittal and parafalcine meningiomas have a higher incidence of 
surgery after GKRS than tumors in other locations, and we are 
hypothesizing that one of the reasons may lie within genetics. 
Further studies are needed as the knowledge and understand-

ing of meningioma genetics continues to grow.

Limitations

Limitations of this study include its retrospective nature, 
which allows for selection bias. The overall cohort and tumors 
treated were of decent size; however, the primary endpoint- 
surgery after GKRS was a small sample. A larger, multicenter 
study with higher power would give additional strength to the 
results seen here. Also, the length of follow up is frequently a 
concern when studying meningiomas as they are slow growing 
and ideally would have follow up of several years.

Conclusions

Our retrospective review has demonstrated excellent local 
control (89.2%) of all meningiomas undergoing GKRS. For me-
ningiomas in the PSPF region, there was a higher rate of surgical 
intervention after GKRS compared to those meningiomas treat-
ed in non-PSPF locations. While the overall rate of surgical inter-
vention following GKRS remains low, our institutional outcomes 
are hypothesis generating for consideration of further clinical 
trials in meningioma management; including the tumors’ genet-
ic makeup, radiation sensitivity for specific histological variants, 
and genetic mutations, as well as precision medicine based on 
these results. These outcomes can help guide patient and physi-
cian discussion regarding treatment recommendations for PSPF 
meningiomas.
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